
Mr. James Martin and junior Chandler Kitchen discuss new ideas for Bronco Radio. Bronco Radio will 
begin during the 2017-2018 school year. Students from all grades will have the opportunity to sign up. 

Bronco radio coming to the air waves
Daisi Brand
Photography Editor 

Beginning in fall 
of 2017, Russell High 
School will be creating 
an internet based radio 
station, referred to as 
Bronco Radio, as a way to 
get students involved and 
inform others about what 
is happening in the USD 
407 school district.

Technology teacher, 
Mr. James Martin, will be 
sponsoring Bronco Radio.

“We’re really forming 
this radio to relay 
information. We will 
interview community 
members, business owners, 
and former alumni. We 
will be talking about what’s 
going on in classes; we’ll 
be reminding students 
what assignments they 
have to turn in to teachers 
and things like that,” Mr. 
Martin said.

Journalism headed to state
Valarie Morgenstern
Photography Editor

On February 23, the 
journalism team traveled to 
Fort Hays State University 
to compete in the KSPA 3A 
regional journalism contest 
and ended with seven 
individuals qualifying for 
state. 

The journalism team had 
three people place in the 
top three in their events, 
as well as four who took 
honorable mention. Daisi 
Brand (12) took first place 
in student life photography 
and honorable mention 
in cutline writing, Caleb 
Baldwin (12) took second 
place in sports photography, 
and Valarie Morgenstern 
(12) took third in academic 
photography. Grace Oste 
(12) got honorable mention 
in academic photography, 
Erica Murphy (12) received 
honorable mention in 
cutline writing, Autumn 
Karst (11) got honorable 
mention in editorial writing, 
and Gage Brown (12) 
received honorable mention 
in photo illustration. 
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How do you feel about the start of the season?

“I’m excited to be able 
to compete and write 
my own editorial since 
I couldn’t do it on my 
own at regionals.” 
–Autumn Karst (11)

“I’m very excited that I 
made it state and now 
have the opportunity 
to potentially win state 
again.” 
–Erica Murphy (12)

“I’m excited that I 
made it to state and I’m 
going to attempt to beat 
my sister Julia’s place 
last year at state in her 
event.” 
–Grace Oste (12)

Most funds used to 
purchase equipment and 
other essentials for the 
station to succeed are all 
being given by one donor. 
Former English teacher, 
Delores Earnest, had read 
an article in the Russell 
newspaper and decided 
that she wanted to fund 
this program.

As of now, the only other 
high school radio station 
is located in Garden City, 
although Bronco Radio will 
be the only internet based 
radio station in Kansas.

Students will be able to 
take this course as a class 
in their schedule; many are 
looking forward to being 
a part of something new. 
There are many benefits 
that will come from being 
on Bronco Radio. 

“Bronco Radio is a good 
opportunity for everyone. 

It will help students learn 
how to fix procrastination 
issues, help with public 
speaking, and help students 
get over fears of talking in 
front of people,” said junior 
Jaime Hanson.

Hanson plans on being 
a part of the morning 
show with junior Chandler 
Kitchen. Kitchen is 
experienced in radio and 
is excited to integrate his 
school life with his favorite 
hobby. Hanson and Kitchen 
are encouraging as many 
students as possible to sign 
up and be a part of this new 
class.

“We’re excited to get 
students involved with 
it, and hope to get more 
underclassmen to sign up 
to keep it going after all of 
us seniors graduate next 
year,” said Kitchen.

They also hope to get less 

involved on board as well.
“It’s a good opportunity for 

students who aren’t involved in 
many things to find an activity that 
they will be interested in,” Hanson 
said.

Bronco Radio will bring a new, 
exciting course to the school and 

provide an opportunity for students 
that they have yet to have the chance 
to experience.

“It will be a great opportunity and 
I’m very excited to learn something 
new,” said junior Cody Dollison, 
who plans on participating in the 
course next year.

“I’m very happy for Caleb 
because he’s a first year that 
finished second in sports 
photography, which is hard to do. 
I’m proud of Daisi who finished 
first and I’m also happy for 
Valarie who finished in third and 
qualified for state even though 
she was robbed of a victory,” 
journalism teacher Mr. Kyle 
Gschwind said. “I’m also proud 
of everyone who got honorable 
mention because they have as 
good of chances as anyone does 
to place at state since it is a clean 
slate.”

The seven individuals that 
qualified will go on to compete at 
the state meet on May 7, held in 

Lawrence at University of Kansas’ 
student union center. 

“It felt great making it to 
state and placing first in my 
photography contest,” Brand said. 
“It’s nice to know my three years of 
journalism paid off and I hope to 
place at state.”

Along with everyone else, 
Baldwin also has high hopes for 
his first state competition. 

“I’m very excited because I’m 
a first year that made it state and 
I’m very happy with how my 
picture turned out” Baldwin said. 
“I know state will be a lot harder 
competition with really good 
photos but I still believe I can do 
really well.”

Journalism seniors Daisi Brand, Caleb Baldwin, and Valarie Morgenstern 
showcase their photos that placed at regionals. They will go on to compete at 
state with Brand in Student Life Photography, Baldwin in Sports Photography, 
and Morgenstern in Academic Photography.

Soloists will make their way to state
Erica Murphy
Staff Reporter

Freshman Jordynn Guenot runs through her solo for state contest 
during class instrumental. Guenot has been in band for four years. 

Stepping into place 
and taking a deep breath, she 
hangs her head and relaxes her 
body then raises it and nods at 
the woman behind the piano 
to acknowledge she’s ready to 
perform. 

On April 1 at the Larned 
Middle School and High 
School, several soloist 
musicians took their respective 
pieces to Regional Solo 
Contest in hopes of getting a 
1 rating. 

“I didn’t really think about 
what the judge was writing 
down while I was performing,” 
said freshman Bobby Rhodes. 
“I’m just glad that I performed 
well and got a 1, I’ll definitely 
want to enter next year.”

Students who compete 
receive a rating from their 
assigned judge ranging from 
1-4. Only soloists who receive 
a 1 rating get the chance to 
advance to the State Contest 
in Salina. 

“I’ve gotten a 1 at solo 
contest my sophomore and 
senior year and both times 

it made me feel good 
about myself to see that I 
succeeded in what I worked 
hard at,” said senior Maci 
Clark. “I hope this year I get 
a 1 at state as well,”

Band students are 
required to bring one piece. 
Students who memorized 
their pieces without 
performing sheet music 
will have a better advantage 
towards state.

“I have played a solo in 
middle school but this was 
my first time at the high 
school level,” said freshman 
Jordynn Guenot. 

Vocal students are 
required to bring two pieces, 
one foreign language, 
and one English. Some 

musicians bring both vocal 
and band solos to contest. 

“I’m taking both a vocal 
and band solo to state and 
being that I am a freshman 
I feel like my work has paid 
off,” said freshman Jennifer 
Pummel.

Performing a solo in front 
of a judge can be very nerve 
racking especially if it’s your 
first time. For some of the 
students, it was their first 
time performing at contest. 

“I honestly thought I did a 
really good job,” said Senior 
Joseph Cochran. “Even 
though it was my first time 
I don’t know why I hadn’t 
done this in previous years 
because I could have gone to 
state all four years.”

Are you nervous for State Solo Contest?

"I’m very nervous for 
state especially since 
it’s my first time and 
I’m taking two pieces.”
–Jennifer Pummell (9)

“No because we have 
been working hard in 
class for weeks on these 
songs and I know mine 
well.”
–Joseph Cochran (12)

“I’m always nervous 
for contest because it’s 
always a challenge and 
sometimes singing in 
front of a judge is nerve 
racking.” 
–Seth Hilger (12)



Gone but not forgotten 

Mr. Fenwick’s early retirement
Autumn Karst 
Junior Editor

Mr. Donald 
Fenwick, math 
teacher at RHS for 
the past four years, 
will not be returning 
to the school district 
in August of 2017. 

 The high school 
will be changing 
drastically in the 
2017-18 year. Three 
teachers will be 
leaving next year; 
and the principal of 
18 years retiring, the 
classrooms will not 
be the same. 

“I think it’s time 
for me to move on,” 
Mr. Fenwick said, 
“teaching is just 
another thing I have 
to do and I will not 
have time for it.”

Mr. Fenwick 
has had an overall 
positive experience 
at RHS. He’s taught 

PG 2 Staf f  Leaving
Seth Boxberger
Staff Reporter

Mr. Donald Fenwick, math teacher at RHS for the 
past four years, will not be returning to the school 
district in August of 2017. “I think it’s time for me to 
move on,” Mr. Fenwick said.

I want to take a 
moment to talk about 
Mr. Larry Bernard 
and the effect he has 
had on our school. As 
I am as old as he has 
been at Russell High, 
that is 18 years; I am 
humbled to witness 
the community Mr. 
Bernard has shaped 
at our school. Even 
though traditions 
change with time, 
attitudes can be 
shaped daily. Every 
day, Mr. Bernard has 
had a smile on his 
face as he starts off 
a day of school. He 
knows how to be a 
friend to students, 
teachers and staff, and 

just about everyone 
else who may take 
part in other school 
activities. The 
reason he does this 
is because he knows 
the benefit it will 
have for the school 
and the community.

“Building 
relationships, trust, 
accountability, 
support, visionary, 
active listening, 
being a role model, 
patience, and work 
ethic all go into 
making a good 
principal,” said 
Mr. Bernard. “In 
this language, 
there has to be 
consistency with 
people, manners, 
and the way we 
handle things. At the 

high school level, 
students don’t want 
somebody else to 
have authority over 
their lives or being 
micromanaged, 
so just by being 
an active, passive 
presence makes a 
difference in their 
attitudes. It’s also 
important to have 
authentic support for 
those people in our 
community.”

Mr. Bernard’s 
retirement will not 
go unnoticed. He 
has had a major 
impact on the 
population of the 
school and has 
set a foundation 
of standards the 
school will have to 
uphold for years to 

come. His revered 
saying, “we are who 
you are,” has kept 
teachers working 
hard to keep up 
school excellence 
and students 
working even harder 
to make sure that 
happens. 

“The saying has 
been a real plus,” 
said Mr. Bernard. 
“It does set a 
standard, and it can 
be used at home 
or any group the 
students associate 
with. It helps build 
success, which we 
can share equally 
since everybody 
wants to be a part 
of that success. 
In other words, 
no one will back 

away from their 
responsibilities. It 
has become a part of 
our culture as there 
is always a presence 
with that language 
because of the way 
it’s been presented 
and established.

Mr. Bernard 
is still unsure of 
his plans after 
retirement, but he 
knows he wants 
to continue to 
be engaged with 
the people in and 
involved with the 
high school and he 
has thought about 
getting involved 
at a university to 
teach administrative 
classes.

“Retiring from 
this position 

gives me a mixed 
demeanor,” said Mr. 
Bernard. “It’s not 
like I am leaving 
and the school will 
shut down. It will 
continue to grow 
and blossom, and I 
will always remain a 
part of its history.”

Mr. Bernard has 
and will continue to 
be a presence at the 
school, and all of 
his hard work will 
continue to show 
as future classes 
come and go. I feel 
humbled to be a part 
of the community he 
has built, and I can’t 
wait to see what the 
school will bring in 
the future. Thanks 
for everything, Mr. 
Bernard.

What will you miss most about Mr. Bernard?

“His consistency. He is 
always fair, he’s always 
here, and he’s always 
willing to help and 
support everyone.” 
– Mr. Jeff Brull

“Mr. Bernard’s leadership and 
sincere concern for others is 
what stands out to me. He is 
always friendly and willing to 
help, and he makes the high 
school community like a family 
to all” – Mr. Richard Dorzweiler

“I am going to miss Mr. 
Bernard simply as a person. 
He is always someone who will 
listen when you talk to him, 
and he is always supportive of 
everyone here.”
 – Ms. Cecilia Shumaker

“Mr. Bernard is direct and to 
the point, so he doesn’t make 
us sit around wondering what 
to do. He trusts all the teachers, 
which is nice because he doesn’t 
micromanage everything.” 
– Mrs. Mandy Trout

“I am going to miss his 
leadership because he was 
always working hard to move us 
forward and make us better. He 
made us learn, he made us better, 
and he made us a family!” 
– Mrs. Andrea Moreland

Denton leaving for TMP
Caleb Baldwin
Staff Reporter

When great things 
come, they also have to 
go, and in this case, Mr. 
Denton plans to leave 
teaching at RHS at the end 
of the year and teach at 
Thomas More Prep.

Holding his newborn 
girl in his arms, Mr. 
Shawn Denton is looking 
forward to what the future 
awaits for his family and 
teaching. 

 “This was not an easy 
decision by any definition. 
I felt like the opportunity 
to incorporate my faith in 
my curriculum, and the 
proximity of the school 
to my family was too 
good of an opportunity,” 
Mr. Denton continues. 
“Leaving Russell High 
School is a bittersweet 
experience. Mr. Larry 
Bernard has given me 
unparalleled support, and 
I consider it an honor 
to say that he is my 
administrator,” said Mr. 

Mr. Shawn Denton has been teaching at RHS for four year and 
will be teaching at TMP at the start of 2017. “Leaving RHS is a 
bittersweet experience.  I thoroughly enjoy the relationships I form 
with students, the faculty, and the community,” Mr Denton said.

Denton.
Mr. Denton will be 

starting his new job at 
TMP for the 2017-18 
school year and would 
like to teach there the 
remainder of his career. 
He is looking forward 
to his new job because 
it is similar to RHS as 
well as the comforting 
atmosphere and being 
familiar with a few faculty 
members.

“My goal is to teach 
there the remainder of 
my career. I want to have 
the opportunity to teach 
both of my daughters,” 
Mr. Denton continues. 
“I am familiar with a 
few faculty members 
through my interactions 
in Debate. TMP-Marian 
is very similar to Russell 
High School in that it 
is very much a family 
atmosphere,” said Mr. 
Denton.

Mr. Denton has been 
teaching at Russell High 
School for four years and 

taught at Ottawa 
High School for six 
years before that.

Mr. Denton 
is going to miss 
Russell High 
School very much 
as well as the 
students and his 
favorite part of 
being a teacher 
at Russell High 
School.

“I will miss 
the interactions 
in the classroom 
with the students 
and challenging 
them to reach 
goals they think 
are unobtainable.  
I also will 
miss my daily 
interaction with 
my comrade, Mr. 
Gschwind,” Mr. 
Denton continues. 
“Without a doubt, 
the relationships 
I have formed 
with students and 
the Russell High 
School community 
is my favorite part.  
I keep in touch 
with several of my 
former students at 
Russell and will 
continue to do so 
as long as they 
want to reach out 
to me,” said Mr. 
Denton.

With Mr. 
Denton leaving, he 
has some advice 
for those upcoming 

seniors.
“You have 

not crossed the 
finish line yet, so 
to speak.  Your 
senior year is so 
critical because 
it is the gateway 
between your 
early adolescence 
and the next step 
in your growth, 
which is to become 
the person you 
strive to be in life.  
Challenge yourself 
and enjoy these 
last moments of 
your high school 
career.  There is 
something to be 
said for enjoying 
the moment and 
learning in an 
environment with 
supportive people,” 
said Mr. Denton.

Mr. Denton also 
has advice for the 
graduating seniors 
of 2017.

“Do not ‘work’ 
for a living.  Yes, 
you need a strong 
work ethic to 
succeed in life.  
You use that work 
ethic; however, to 
achieve your goals 
and your passions.  
Pursue a career in 
what you love.  I 
adore teaching.  
The fact that I get 
paid for it is icing 
on the cake,” said 
Mr. Denton.

at four other schools 
including Syracuse, 
TMP, Scott City, and 
Otis Bison.

“My favorite 
experience here has been 
coaching the volleyball 
teams. My second year 
here the girls improved 
tremendously and seeing 
their progress over 
the season was a great 
thing to witness,” Mr. 
Fenwick said.

Mr Fenwick has 
always taught math, 
from Applied Algebra 
to Calculus. At RHS, 
he taught Algebra 1, 
Algebra 2, Applied 
Algebra, and Applied 
Geometry.

“I had him for 
Algebra 2 my junior 
year and he taught me 
a lot. Mr. Fenwick 
is good at helping 
students and figuring 
out their strengths and 
weaknesses,” senior 
Pargat Hayer said. “I 

Mr. Larry Bernard 
goes through a stack of 
Drivers Ed tests in his 
office. These are the last 
tests he will grade as 
principal of Russell High 
School.

also like how he 
works with the 
students individually 
when we need it.”

After his years at 
RHS, Mr. Fenwick 
plans to be a part-
time stay at home 
father for his son and 
daughter and also a 
part time property 
manager. 

“Family is very 
important to me and 
I would like to play 
a bigger role in their 
lives,” Mr. Fenwick 
said. “I know my 

kids will like having 
me home.”

Although Mr. 
Fenwick has been 
teaching for many 
years, he does not see 
himself continuing 
his teaching career in 
the future.

“My goals for my 
future are to reduce 
the stress and work 
of my everyday life. 
I’ve just been doing 
too much and would 
like to focus more 
on my family,” Mr. 
Fenwick said.

What will you miss most about Mr. Fenwick?

“I feel kinda upset I only 
had him for two years but 
he was a fun teacher.
-Trey Varner (12)

“I only had Fenwick for one 
year, so I didn’t get to have 
him in class very much. He 
was really friendly and laid 
back, but maybe too laid 
back sometimes.” 
- Kyle Farmer (11)

“I’m going to miss Mr. 
Fenwick as a person, he’s a 
really cool guy. But, I think 
getting new teachers and 
ideas into the school is a 
good thing.”
 -Ally Suchy (11)



Pg 3. What’s Happening

The peer helpers 
anxiously wait in the car 
as the students start piling 
into the parking lot, sweat 
pouring down their caked 
faces, they begin their 
tragic performance.

On Thursday, April 6, 
the peer helpers hosted a 
mock crash, educating the 
students about the severity 
and reality of drunk 
driving. 

The peer helpers decided 
to go one step further 
with their SAFE program, 
besides just telling students 
about it, they wanted to 
show them. 

“We wanted to 
give students a real 
representation of what it 
would be like if they drink 
and drive or text and drive 
and to see their friends 
injured and make it hit 
close to home,” said senior 
Sam Ptacek. “We wanted to 
affect their decisions in the 
future.”

During the mock crash, 
the whole school went out 
to the football parking lot 
and witnessed the scene.

“The crash showed me 
what it can really look like 
and how one little mistake 
can take someone’s life,” 
said sophomore Brenda 
Neal.

Some of the students 
thought that the crash 

Mock crash hits RHS

Isabella Boxberger
Staff Reporter

Eagle Med is 
flying into the 
scene to pick 
up Senior Sam 
Ptacek. Ptacek 
is being put on 
a spine board 
and carried 
carefully to 
the helicopter. 

What did you think 
about the SAFE 
demonstration?

“It was sad, morbid and emotional.”
–Alexia Charbonneau (12)

Science Olympiad travels to state
Cassandra Whitten
Staff Reporter

 On April , 2017 
10 students traveled 
to Wichita, KS to 
compete in state 
Science Olympiad and 
two students placed in 
the top in ecology and 
optics. 

With over 20 events 
and 35 different 
schools, senior Sheila 
Gulick and sophomore 
Lauren Myers 
competed in ecology 
and optics and got 
first and second place. 
Freshman Rachael 
Roy and Gulick placed 
ninth in forensics. 

“The ecology test 
was over 20 pages, and 
we had to get it done 
in an hour. It was very 
long and strenuous, 
but it was worth it 

“It was very exciting, I didn’t think it 
would be that big of a deal.”

–Jaide Lawson (9)

“The demonstration was real eye 
opening and really explained what 

really goes on at the crash. It ran very 
well and showed the importance of 

driving safely.”
–Travis Tammen (10)

“I thought it was good, the actors were 
good and the helicopter made it very 

life-like.”
–Veronica Torres (10)

Suchy wins state club wrestling
Kaycie Hogan
Staff Reporter

 Competing for club 
wrestling instead of the 
high school wrestling 
team, senior Kelton 
Suchy won the state 
championship on March 
25th through 26th in 
Topeka Kansas with his 
dad, Jerry Suchy, as the 
head coach for Kids Club 
wrestling. 

 “I’ve been there every 
year since I was little but 
I always wanted to try 
winning the national title. 
It’s different from the state 
championship because 
with the national title 
you compete with people 
from around the world,” 
said Suchy.

Surprisingly, Suchy has 
been wrestling since he 
was 5-years-old and has 
qualified for state every 
year since then.

“It was a good 
feeling to win the state 

Senior Kelton Suchy has participated in wrestling his 
entire life. 

championship but 
afterwards I was really 
tired because I had to 
wrestle for six periods.”

Suchy enjoys club 
wrestling more rather 
than high school wrestling 
considering his dad 
coaches him. 

“With Kids Club 
wrestling it’s 6-years-old 
to high school students. 
Practices are also held 
here in the high school 
wrestling room,” said 
Suchy.

The difference 
between school wrestling 
compared to a club seems 
to be the variety of people 
that the wrestler gets to 
compete against. 

“Instead of being in a 
3A like we are, you go to 
wrestle and there’s people 
from 5 and 6A also. So 
there’s no ‘class’ instead, it’s 
everybody in that weight 
class.”

In addition, the 
variety of competition is 
why Suchy prefers club 
wrestling over normal 
school wrestling. 

“I like Kids Club 
wrestling more because 
you get to see more kids 
for more competition,” 
said Suchy.

With winning state, 
some may not realize 
what it may take in order 
to be able to compete at 
the state competition. 

“First, I had to make 
it through districts and 
then when I made it to 
state I had to win my 
3 matches to get into 
the finals. After that, I 

just had to win my last 
match.”

Suchy makes it 
sounds simple, but he 
believes there are some 
key points you have to 
acquire in wrestling. 

“A lot of hard work 
goes into wrestling. You 
have to be smart, in-
shape, and strong,” said 
Suchy.

More benefits can 
come from being 
physically active and 
successful in what you 
do.

“Wrestling has helped 
me get scholarships for 
college and has made me 
a better person overall.”

because we placed. 
Last year I wasn’t 
able to go to state, 
but I did a lot better 
this year at regionals. 
I’m excited for next 
year to see how much 
better I can do,” said 
Meyers. 

Other students 
that competed in 
events at state Science 
Olympiad was 
junior Katie Barney, 
sophomores Sam 
Ochs, Niky Nguyen 
and freshmen Bobby 
Rhodes, Logan 
Gilmore, Elijah 
Fontanez and Jordynn 
Guenot. Although 
they didn’t place, 
the students brought 
back new memories 
and more of an 
understanding of what 
to do next year. 

“This year was 

my first year that I 
went to state in high 
school. I think it went 
well considering I 
was unprepared, but 
I’m looking forward 
to next year because 
I feel like I will do 
better,” said Fontanez. 

For the past 
two years Mr. 
Eric Beckman has 
sponsored Science 
Olympiad. Although 
the students decide 
what they want to do 
and decide on how 
they prepare for it, 
Mr. Beckman helps 
whenever someone 
needs him. 

“We did decent 
this year. State was 
scheduled on the same 
day as a state music 
event, so we only had 
about half of our team 
there. Losing so many 

was real and started 
making a commotion 
for the friends they 
thought had been lost.

“It was difficult to 
see because it’s always 
hard seeing the people 
I care about die or get 
hurt,” said Neal.

Everything was 
planned, Mr. David 
Zachman making 
sure that the execution 
stayed on track and 
went smoothly.

“I called Highway 
Patrolman Tod 
Hileman to start the 
process. Next, Mr. 
Bernard and I met with 
representatives from 
Russell EMS, Fire, 
Police and Sheriff’s 
departments to pick 
a date, time and to 
begin planning.  We 
talked about who 
would get the wreck, 
where vehicles would 
be staged, timing of 
the events and who 
would play each 
role. Then I called 
EagleMed to arrange 
the helicopter and Don 
Varner to arrange the 
makeup and hearse as 
well as Dr. Sommers 
about speaking for 
the program,” said 
Mr. Zachman. “The 
mock crash went very 
well.  The city services 

and volunteers did a 
great job. I think the 
program was a success. 
Students were very 
attentive. Trooper Tod 
commented that the 
student body was very 
respectful and was a 
great audience.” 

During the crash, 
sophomore Shelby 
Ney, was ejected from 
the car and was put 
inside of a body bag.

“Being in the body 
bag was a lot more 
comfortable than 
I thought it would 
be, but it was very 
scary. The morticians 
zipped it up to my 
neck. I really had to 
imagine what was 
happening and I just 
had to hear everything. 
It felt surreal,” said 
sophomore Shelby 
Ney. 

The crash wouldn’t 
have been complete 
if Mr. Tod Hileman 
hadn’t been there, 
acting along with the 
peer helpers.

“We do these mock 
crashes because we are 
visual learners and we 
want students to learn 
and understand how 
bad car crashes are, so 
hopefully they’ll try 
to avoid them,” said 
Trooper Tod. 

This is the full Science 
Olympiad team. Only 10 
students attended state, but 
everyone else supported them 
from home.

people due to schedule 
conflicts hurt us a 
bit. Being a smaller 
school where students 
can participate in so 
many activities makes 
it harder to field out 
a team for state. Until 
the state figures it 
out, we will just have 
to continue trying to 
avoid these conflicts,” 
said Mr. Beckman. 

Russell leads Vocabulary.com
Taelyr Blehm
Newspaper Editor 

 The student 
body was given the 
opportunity to make 
a deal in January. If 
the students place 
first for all high 
schools in the US, 
they would receive 
two days off and 
a movie party. If 
the students place 
first for all division 
III high schools in 
the US, they would 
receive one day off 
and a movie party. 
The first place 
standing must be in 
effect until the close 
of the Vocabulary 
Bowl on April 30 
at midnight. The 
school’s English 
department are the 
main supporters of 
the competition.

“It teaches 
students new words, 
but it also teaches 

goal setting and time 
management,” said Mrs. 
Deedre Conkey. “The 
most positive part is 
that students are getting 
involved and learning at 
the same time. Mastering 
a word means that a 
student consistently 
understands the various 
definitions of a word and 
its spelling.”

As well as positive 
feedback from the 
teachers, Vocabulary.
com has positive 
feedback from the 
students.

“The most positive 
thing about it I suppose 
is the way you get 
achievements every 
time you get five-in-
a-row, ten-in-a-row, 
perfect round, or the 
mastery of a specific 
word starting with 
A-Z,” said sophomore 
Niky Nguyen. “I think 
it also helps that when 
you earn a certain 

amount of points 
you are labeled 
with a certain level, 
similarly like a 
game.”

Other students 
are excited about 
the prize but believe 
the task of learning 
words is time-
consuming. 

“It can be fun at 
times but it takes 
too much time and 
is very frustrating 
when you get the 
questions wrong,” 
said sophomore 
Tayla Goodenough. 

Despite mixed 

reviews, there is 
much confidence the 
student body will 
reach their goal and 
win the prize for 
1st place in division 
three high schools.

“The students can 
absolutely win the 
Divison III category. 
As of this moment, 
RHS is in first place 
and has held that 
standing for the 
last two weeks. If 
students continue to 
work hard, they will 
definitely reap the 
rewards,” said Mrs. 
Conkey. 

Junior, Nick Miller works on his vocabulary.com.



Pg 4 Seniors

Erica Murphy
Will attend Hays 
Hair Academy for 
Cosmetology. 

Grant Murphy 
Will attend FHSU to 

major in Networking and 
Telecommunications. 

Amanda Neal
Undecided. 

Travis Ochs
Will attend KSU to 
major in Engineering. 

Grace Oste
Will attend KSU to 
major in Textiles and 
Design. 

Hannah Poche
Undecided. 

Delainey Pospichal
Will attend KSU to 
major in Kinesiology.

Jacky Maier
Undecided. 

Jennifer 
Matthews
Will attend BCCC and 
later major in education. 

Dallas McCobb
Undecided. 

Destiny McQueen
Will attend BCCC for 
Medical Codeing and 
Psychology. 

Austin Meyer
Undecided. 

Ryan Miller
Will attend NCK-Votech 
for Welding. 

Valarie 
Morgernstern
Will attend KSU to 
major in Nursing. 

Pargat Hayer
Will attend WSU to 

major in Management 
Information Systems. 

Seth Hilger
Will attend WSU 

to major in Computer 
Science. 

Kaycie Hogan 
Will attend BCCC to 
study Nutrition and 
Health. 

Bryan Howell
Undecided. 

Alison Hurlbut
Will attend Hutchison 
Community College for 
Dental Hygeine. 

Cameron Killian
Will attend KSU to 
major in Finance. 

Tanner Long
Will attend NCK-Votech 
for Welding. 

Cade Evans
Undecided. 

Brian Finger
Undecided. 

Colton Fritschen
Enlisting in the Marines. 

Alaina Gfeller
Will attend Pitt State to 
run track and major in 
Elementary Education. 

Sheila Gulick
Will attend KU to follow 
the Pre-Med track. 

Zenith Hamlet
Will attend BCCC 
and later major in 
Elementary Education. 

Caitlyn Hammack
Will attend WSU to 
major in Criminal Justice 
and Psychology. 

Matthew Burhle
Will attend FHSU 
to major in Athletic 
Training.

James Casey
Undecided. 

Alexia 
Charbonneau
Will attend FHSU to 
major in Biology. 

Maci Clark
Will attend Baker 
University to follow the 
Pre-Optometry  track. 

Joseph Cochran
Will attend NCK Tech 
Beloit for Agricultural 
Equipment Technology. 

Austin Dale
Undecided. 

Ashton Decker
Will attend NCK Tech 
for a Nursing degree. 

Caleb Baldwin
Will attend Hutchison 
Community College and 
later major in Business. 

Caleigh Befort
Will attend FHSU to 
major in General Ag and 
minor in Wildlife Bio. 

Skylar Bender
Will take a gap year then 
attend KSU to major in 
mechanical engineering. 

Taelyr Blehm
Will attend American 
University to follow the 
Pre-Law track. 

Seth Boxberger
Will attend KSU to major 
in Computer Science and 
minor in math. 

Daisi Brand
Will attend BCC 
and later major in 
Psychology.  

Tanner Brown
Will attend FHSU to 
major in  Sports Therapy. 

Class of 2017



Pg 5 Seniors cont.

Samantha Ptacek
Will attend KSU to 
major in Kinesiology. 

Chandler Rauth
Undecided. 

Madison Roth
Will attend NCK to 
major in Business 
Management. 

Gage Smith 
Will attend KU to 
major in International 
Relations. 

Sierra Stroede
Undecided. 

Kelton Suchy
Will attend BCCC to 
Wrestle and Weld. 

Tami Tammen
Will attend NCK-Votech 
for Nursing. 

Haley Thomas
Will attend Hays 
Hair Academy for 
Cosmotology. 

Trey Varner
Will attend Butler 
Community College to 
study Theater. 

Jordyn Wagner
Will attend NCK Tech 
for Nursing. 

Jordan Werth
Will attend NCK-Votech 
for Electrical Technology. 

“From dreams 

we carve our 

destiny.”
Alex Windholz

Will attend NCK-Votech  
Beloit for Agricultural 
Equipment Technology. 
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journalism class, printed by the Russell County News and 
distributed free of charge to all RHS students.
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publication do not reflectthe opinion of the staff, 
administration or board of education. Any RHS 
student,faculty, staff or community member can submit 
a column or editorial cartoon. Submissions must be a 
minimum of 250 words and a maximum of 400. All articles 
and drawings must be signed. All cartoons must be on 
plain white paper, not lined. The Pony Express reserves the 
right to refuse to print articles/editorials for any reason. 
Some material courtesy of American Society of Newspaper 
Editors/KRT Campus High School Newspaper service. 
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From one senior to another
Grace Oste
Yearbook Editor

Dear Class of 2017,
As graduation 

approaches, now is a 
good time for students 
to reflect on the last 
four years. Reflect on 
the type of person they 
were, asses if they are 
content with that, and if 
not make changes. High 
school is certainly not the 
place someone will find 
“themselves” and find out 
who a person is supposed 
to be, but it is a starting 
point for many. Here are 
a few of the tips I have 
learned in my four years 
of high school.

The biggest thing I 
can share with my fellow 
peers is to love yourself 
as a person. Do not 
change your unique and 

beautiful qualities to fit in. Take it 
from someone who knows, and do 
not let yourself be consumed with 
“popularity” ever. At this point, I’m 
sure most people are rolling their 
eyes and brushing this advice off, 
but it is the best high school advice 
anyone can receive.

Spend time with your family. 
Coming from a family with six 
children and 15 cousins, I know 
what I am talking about. Family 
time is so important and will be 
especially meaningful after people 
are gone. Always give grandma a hug 
and grandpa a kiss, and always tell 
parents you love them.

Sometimes, it is okay to be selfish. 
There will be times in life that a 
person will have to face the choice 
of doing what is best for themselves 
or always settling for a mediocre 
happiness. With this piece of advice, 
a person needs to understand 
boundaries with it. Do not become a 

selfish person, but know when to put 
yourself first.

Say “Hi” to the kids in the hallways 
who don’t ever get attention, and 
be sure to use their name. Always 
smile when someone makes random 
eye contact. Try to ask about school 
events they are involved in, it will 
mean the world to them.

Learn respect and practice it every 
day. I can 110 percent guarantee 
that disrespect with get a person 
absolutely nowhere in life. From age 
6 to 88 respect will always matter, 
period.

Finally, do not get so wrapped 
up in school, activities, sports, and 
hobbies that you forget to breathe. 
Take even five minutes every day 
to listen to a relaxing song, color, 
sing, or just lay down. This is very 
important for a person’s physical and 
mental health.

Sincerely,
A Fellow Senior

Prom v. After Prom
Gage Brown
Staff Reporter

Prom and After Prom, 
like Yin and Yang one 
can not exist without the 
other. However, some 
students might have the 
opinion that one event is 
better or more enjoyable 
than the other. 

On Saturday, April 8, 
the junior/senior Prom 
took place and was 
followed by the event Safe 
Night After Prom.

“Both Prom and SNAP 
were a lot of fun in their 
own ways,” senior Caleigh 
Befort said. “The juniors 
did an excellent job at 
making Prom fun in a 
variety of ways with their 
decorating, be it from 
the put-put golf in the 
boys’ bathroom or the 
names of the different 
types of punch. While 
at SNAP I really enjoyed 
the food, the cool prizes, 
and getting to spend time 
with the parents of many 
of the students in our 
class.”

Several other Prom 
attendees felt similarly 
about how both of the 
events were enjoyable. 

“It was truly magical 

to spend an evening at Prom having 
fun dancing and being surrounded by 
friends,” junior Garrett Reilly said. “At 
SNAP all of the activities and games 
were really great and I truly appreciate 
all of the hard work that all of the 
parents and volunteers put in to make a 
good and safe night for all of us.”

While some students equally enjoyed 
the two events, other students appeared 
to greatly enjoy SNAP more than they 
enjoyed Prom.

“Prom is super lame, dull, and 
boring,” junior Katie Barney said, 
“they play bad music, and most of the 
time people just stand around and 
talk. I think SNAP is the bomb dot 
com, there’s just better food and more 
activities to get everyone involved.” 

The music played at Prom was a fairly 
common point of frustration among the 
juniors and seniors that attended. 

“I mean, how do you even dance 
to the music that they were playing?” 
senior Sheila Gulick said.

Junior Class President and Prom 
planner Abi Cross also agreed with 
some of her peers that SNAP was the 
more enjoyable event.

“I honestly really enjoyed SNAP more 
than Prom despite being in charge of 
planning Prom this year as the Junior 
Class President,” Cross said. “I have 
been to Prom before, but this was my 
first time going to SNAP, and it was 
something new, different, and enjoyable. 
Next year I really look forward to 
attending again.”

Juniors Ryan 
Birky, Abigail 
Cross, and 
freshman 
Jordynn Guenot 
dance together 
while at Prom. 
The group was 
dancing to the 
song “Cotton-Eye 
Joe” by Rednex 

What activity at 
SNAP did you enjoy 

most?

“The food at SNAP was 
great, and I got to eat as 

much as I wanted.” 
–Jacky Maier (12)

“I thought Twister was a 
lot of fun. The awkward 
positions and then just 

falling down and laughing 
with your friends was real-
ly fun.” -Lacee Keller (11)

“Money! I most enjoyed 
the money catching 

machine, because who 
doesn’t enjoy getting 
some free money?” 

–Nathan Lorenc (11)

“I won a good amount 
of money in the 

money machine. It 
was fun to basically 

get it for free. “
-Tami Tammen (12)

“I spent the entire night 
at the large roulette 

wheel in the middle of 
the gym. I enjoyed get-

ting a ton of chips there.” 
–Travis Ochs(12)

Camden Rainey
Enlisting in the Marines. 
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